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Experience of functional testing of winter tyres for passenger cars

and heavy vehicles by means of the VTI indoor flat bed test facility

and a mobile tyre test vehicle.

Olle Nordström and Lars-Erik Gustavsson

Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute, Linköping, Sweden

Abstract
In Sweden icy roads in winter is an important safety problem that cannot be solved by

improved winter road maintenance alone. It is also necessary to have vehicles that are as safe

as possible on winter roads covered by ice and snow. Proper tyre equipment is an important

part in ful lling this requirement.

Testing and evaluating winter tyre performance has a long history and has traditionally been

performed outdoor mainly by vehicle tests but also on special tyre test vehicles. One problem

with this kind of testing is the weather dependence which limits the available test time under a

speci ed surface condition.

Indoor testing is a solution to this problem and at VTI a facility for this purpose has been in

use since 1989. It has an about 50 m long moving at test road that can be covered by ice in a

short time. The tyre test rig is stationary but can be rotated for dynamic testing of steering

characteristics.

The facility is capable of testing both truck and passenger car tyres at speeds up to 10 m/s

(36 km/h). Test procedures for evaluating braking and steering performance have been

developed and extensive tests on ice have been performed both for consumer information and

for tyre development and other research purposes. The results show that there is a very large

difference (more than lOO%) between the best and worst winter tyre. Winter tyres also have to

perform well on wet roads. Here the weather problem is less pronounced and outdoor road

tests a competitive alternative. For passenger car tyres VTI for this purpose uses a special tyre

test vehicle for braking friction tests at constant slip in the slip range from 0 to 50 % and at

lOO% (locked wheel). A large market survey of the wet road friction characteristics of studded

and non studded winter tyres as well as summer tyres in new and worn condition has recently

been carried out that showed that winter tyres have signi cantly lower performance than

summer tyres (lO-20%) but that the difference reduces with wear. The paper gives an

overview of the equipments, test procedures and tyre test results for both passenger car tyres

and truck tyres including studded tyres and the problem of functional performance

requirements are discussed.



Experience of functional testing of winter tyres for passenger cars

and heavy vehicles by means of the VTI indoor flat bed test facility

and a mobile tyre test vehicle.

1 Introduction

Passenger car tyre test on ice

Driving on winter roads puts substantially higher demands on the car driver concerning speed

adaptation and estimation of necessary stopping distances as normal driving behaviour on bare

pavement is not always adequate. It is however not only the road condition that decides the

available friction but also the tyres play an important role.

It is therefore of substantial general interest for the car owner to get guidance when

purchasing winter tyres

Winter road condition is a many faceted description that covers a lot of different situations

like new snow, slush to packed snow and smooth ice. As the accident risk increases

exponentially with diminishing friction the tyre grip on one of the most slippery surfaces,

smooth ice at a temperature close to zero is a strong purchase argument. Studs have so far

turned out to be the most ef cient mean of achieving best possible friction on this type of

surface.

Due to the negative effects of studs mainly road wear and under certain circumstances dust

problems great efforts have been made to develop non studded winter tyres that can compete

with the studded tyres. These have till now not fully succeeded.

Apart from safety, mobility is of great interest. Mobility problems are also greatest on the

most slippery surfaces. The correlation between traction and braking friction is so high that

separate tests are considered not necessary for judging the tyre.

The investigation reported here has therefore been carried out as braking and cornering tests

on smooth ice close to zero degrees C.

As the friction (road grip of a studded tyre) is composed of the basic rubber ice friction plus

a friction component from the studs it has been considered of interest to measure the friction

of a non studded individual of the tyres that have been tested in studded condition.

According to the Swedish regulations for tyres the studs in a new non used tyre must not

have a mean protrusion higher than 1,2 mm. Furthermore the static stud force at 1,2 mm

protrusion must not be more than 120 N. The tyre manufacturers were asked to deliver tyres

ful lling these requirements which should really not be necessary. It turned out however that

most tyres had greater protrusion than legal when delivered. Once on the vehicle running on

the road however, up to two mm protrusion is allowed but no increased static stud force.

Passenger car tyre tests on wet asphalt pavement

In the debate concerning the need for studded winter tyres it is often claimed that the studs

decrease friction on ordinary pavements. In order to produce a broader knowledge in the

matter, braking friction tests on wet asphalt on a typical Swedish road have been carried out on

the new studded and non studded winter tyres that were used for testing friction on ice and

additionally on the same number of similar winter tyres worn to about 3 mm tread depth in real

traf c and new and worn summer tyres of three different speed categories (S, H and V).



Truck tyre tests on ice
A heavy commercial vehicle is extremely dangerous to other road users if the driver loses

stability or steering control and the vehicle enters the opposite lane or runs into vehicles in

front due to poor braking performance. For good steering and braking the tyre /road friction is

very important especially under winter road conditions.

A number of different non studded truck winter tyres have been compared on smooth ice

furthermore one type of retreaded winter tyre has been tested with two different types of studs

one having less weight than the other.

2 Scope

Passenger car tyre test on ice
The passenger car tyre investigations on ice comprises winter tyres of in total 15 different

brands. Each brand has wherever possible been represented by a type intended for studs and a

type not intended for studs often called friction tyres.

As examples three tyres were tested outside the main scope of the investigation. These were

a new and an old worn summer tyre (Michelin MXV 175/70-13 manufactured 1987 with 4

mm tread depth) and an old worn studded tyre (Michelin MX M+S 200 manufactured 1987

with 4 mm tread depth, 1,3 mm stud protrusion and 140 mm static stud force).

The new just run in tyres were in general manufactured in 1994 or in a few cases in 1993.

One type was represented by two tyres one from 1994 and the other from 1992. One friction

tyre from 1991 (Gislaved City Frost) was also tested.

Two different tyre sizes common in Sweden were used, 185/65-15 and 175/70-13 (Table 1).

The number of tyre types tested of the smaller size is however somewhat smaller. This is a

compromise between the wish to test as many types as possible and to demonstrate the

influence of the tyre size especially as the allowed number of studs per tyre is only 90 in the

smaller tyres compared to 110 in the larger size. For the tests on wet asphalt only the size 185/

65 -15 was used or if not available the size closest to this size.

ln spite of the fact that the largest legal mean stud protrusion is 1,2 mm the majority of the

tyres had more than that. The values that are shown in Appendix 2 varied from 0,7 mm to 1,8

mm. The stud force that according to regulations must not be more than 120 N at 1,2 mm

protrusion varied from 130 N to 205 N. These values are also reported in Appendix 2.

Only one tyre of each type was tested. In order to give an idea of the variation between

individuals of the same type a comparison between five Gislaved Nordfrost ll tyres without

studs was carried out.

Passenger car tyre tests on wet asphalt pavement.

The passenger car tyre test on wet asphalt comprised 250 different tyres, of which 124 were

new and 126 worn to about 3 mm tread depth. Of the winter tyres 65 were new and 65 were

worn. Of the summer tyres 59 were new and 61 were worn. Tyres of 19 different brands were

tested. For three of the most common brands (Gislaved, Michelin and Goodyear) two tyres of

each type has been tested and for the rest only one. The worn tyres come from a tyre dealers

stock of used tyres left by customers of new tyres.

Truck tyre tests on ice

The truck tyre friction range test on ice comprised non studded M+S tyres of different types

from different manufacturers. The truck tyre stud investigation comprised one tyre type and

two stud types one typical stud with steel body and a lightweight stud with aluminium body.



3 Method

3.1 Test equipment
3.1.1 The VTI tyre test facility

The investigations concerning friction on ice were carried out at the VTI tyre test facility on

polished black ice at a temperature of - 3 +/- 1 degree C. The facility that has a high speed at

bed machine is described more in detail in SAE Transactions 1993 Paper 933006 consists of a

stationary but rotatable wheel suspension with transducers for simultaneous measurement of

forces between tyre and road in longitudinal, lateral and vertical direction. The road is a

moving 55 rn long steel beam which can be covered by ice and is driven and braked by means

of steel cable winch with an hydraulic motor and accumulator system charged by means of

electric pumps. The facility is shown in figure 1.

 

   

 

 

  
Figure 1 VTI tyre test facility with Figure 2 VTI Tyre and friction test vehicle

passenger car tyre mounted BV12

3.1.2 The VTI friction test vehicle BV 12

The passenger car tyre test on wet asphalt were carried out with the VTI friction test vehicle

BV12. This vehicle is a specially equipped truck with a test wheel suspension for passenger

car wheels. The test wheel can be forced to rotate at the constant slip that produces maximum

braking performance by means of a cardan shaft connected to a gearbox with continuously

variable slip up to about 50 %. The wheel can also be locked by means of a disk brake after

being decoupled from the gearbox. (Slip is usually given in percent and is defined as 100 times

the ratio between the difference between the free rolling rotational velocity and the rotational

velocity during braking and the free rolling velocity. (Slip = 100 (wr-wb)/wr).

The braking force is calculated from wheel torque that is measured by a transducer on the

cardan shaft to the wheel. The wheel load is obtained by means of dead weights acting on a

spring/damper. Furthermore wheel rotational velocity and travelled distance are measured.

From these values slip and rolling radius can be calculated. For wet friction measurements

there is a watering system pumping out a water lm of desired theoretical depth in front of the

measuring wheel. Standard film thickness used in this is 0,5 mm .

Test site for the wet friction measurements is main road 34 close to Linköping where the

road is extra wide in order to be able to be used as an aircraft runway in wartime. The

pavement is of type HAB 12 which is representative for a swedish pavement in good shape.



3.2 Test procedure

3.2.1 Ice tests
The test speed for the ice tests has been 30 km/h and for the passenger car tyres the wheel load

4000 N for the 15" tyres and 3000 N for the 13" tyres. For the commercial heavy vehicle tyres

the load has been varied but 25 kN is a typical test load. Braking friction and lateral

(cornering) friction tests have been carried out for both passenger car and heavy truck tyres.

For the latter tyre type braking tests have dominated.

At the braking friction tests the brake force was gradually increased at a rate resulting in

friction maximum being reached in about within one second after this the wheel locks and

stays locked for the remainder of the test run.

At the lateral friction tests the side slip angle of the tyre was changed from initially zero

degrees to 20 degrees in about two seconds. Initially the rate of change was such that the 5

degree level was reached after one second and then it was increased so that 20 degree level

was reached after the next second. The maximum lateral friction was reached before 5 degrees

side slip angle. The 20 degree side slip angle represents a skidding situation for a car at the

limit of what can be recovered by an average driver or excessive front wheel steering in an

erroneous attempt to decrease the turning radius.

New ice was produced for each test day. Before each test series the surface was prepolished

three times at full test speed by means of a special polishing device consisting of a rubber

covered plate pressed against the ice. Then double test runs with each of two tyres used in all

test series were carried out. The rst of these tyres is an ice conditioning tyre the test results of

which are not used in the evaluation. The second tyre is a control tyre used for monitoring the

ice condition and normalising the test results for all the tested tyres. After these initial tests,

double tests were run rst with a friction tyre and then with a non studded tyre intended for

studs. Then a second double test was run with the control tyre followed by a double test run

with a studded tyre of the same type that was previously tested without studs. A double test

means two test runs carried out after each other with the same tyre as quickly as possible (5 6

minutes time interval). Between each run the track is returned to starting position at low speed

(about 0,5 m/s) and with the polishing device activated. The time interval between each tyre in

a test series of one day was 25 minutes for passenger car tyres and 40 minutes for heavy

vehicle tyres. The reason for the relatively long time interval is to allow the ice to recover its

frictional properties. Each tested tyre type and dimension is subjected to two double test runs

both for braking and for lateral friction testing. The same ice could be used for two test series

as the test tyre can be moved laterally so that two separate tracks were available.

The mean value of the stud protrusion and the static stud force for 10 studs on each tyre was

measured. Furthermore the rubber hardness was measured with a shore number measuring

device at 20 CO.

3.2.2 Wet asphalt tests

The tests were carried out at a constant speed of 70 km/h at the wheel load 4000 N with the

test wheel in the left wheel track of the southbound vehicles. Tyre in ation pressure was 200

kPa. Pre-tests were carried out in order to determine optimum slip for maximum braking force.

For each tyre free rolling radius was measured followed by measurement at optimum slip for

150 m after having run at this slip for 100 m. After that measurement with locked wheel was

carried out. This measurement was started 2 seconds after the wheel lock and maintained for 2

seconds about 40 m. 22 test series were carried out during 14 days and for statistical reasons

varying test order for the tyre types.



4. Results

4. 1 Braking performance
The maximum (MB)and the locked wheel (LB) braking coef cients have been used for

characterising the braking ef ciency and the ratio LB/MB for characterising the braking

stability.

4.1.1 Results on ice.
The results for passenger cars on ice are shown in diagram 1, 3, 5 and 7.

The best results on ice were found for the studded tyres, the worst had however about the

same performance as the best non studded tyres. The difference between the non studded tyres

designed for studs and those designed for use without studs were in general not signi cant.

Some results for truck tyres are shown in diagram 10 and 11. lt can be seen that the

difference between the best and the worst tyre is about 100 % both for peak and locked wheel.

Furthermore the braking stability numbers are quite low, between 0,52 and 0,62.

4.1.2 Results on wet asphalt

The results are summarised in diagram 9 and table 1 that show the friction values and

corresponding braking distances from 70 and 90 km/h at optimum slip and locked wheel.

Signi cant difference has been found between winter tyres and summer tyres where the

summer tyres had 10 to 20 percent higher friction. A signi cant difference between new and

worn tyres was only found at maximum braking and then with different trends for winter and

summer tyres. The winter tyres designed for studs had 8 to 9 % improved friction when worn

while the friction tyres showed no change and the summer tyres had 6 to 10 % lower values

when worn. For individual friction tyres changes of up to 10% in both direction occurred. No

signi cant in uence on wet friction from stud protrusion or stud force could be found. Age

and tyre tread depth has a certain in uence on the wet friction at optimum slip, negative for

the summer tyres and positive for the winter tyres.

Increased hardness of the rubber gave a minor in uence towards decreased values of the

maximum friction but increased locked friction values.

The tests give no information on aquaplaning resistance but this was also not the purpose of

the test.

4.2 Cornering performance on ice
The maximum (MS) and the 20 degrees (208) side force coef cients have been used to

characterise the cornering ef ciency and the ratio 2OS/ MS for characterising the cornering

stability. The results for the passenger car tyre tests are shown in diagram 2, 4, 6 and 8.

As in the case of braking performance the studded tyres had better cornering performance

than the non studded winter tyres and also showed much better cornering stability values.

Cornering friction for heavy commercial vehicle tyres has also been studied on ice at the

VTI tyre test facility but on a smaller number of tyres. The performance was similar to the

braking performance of the same tyre and as for the passenger car tyres the 20 degree side slip

angle gave values similar to locked wheel. An investigation with two studded tyres and a non

studded tyre showed that the cornering stability number was much better for the studded tyres

compared with the non studded tyre of the same type.

5. Summary and conclusions
In Sweden icy roads in winter is an important safety problem that cannot be solved by

improved winter road maintenance alone. It is also necessary to have vehicles that are as safe



as possible on winter roads covered by ice and snow. Proper tyre equipment is an important

part in ful lling this requirement.

Testing and evaluating winter tyre performance has a long history and has traditionally been

performed outdoor mainly by vehicle tests but also on special tyre test vehicles. One problem

with this kind of testing is the weather dependence which limits the available test time under a

speci ed surface condition.

Indoor testing is a solution to this problem and at VTI and a facility for this purpose has

been in use since 1989. It has an about 50 m long moving at test road that can be covered by

ice in a short time. The tyre test rig is stationary but can be rotated for dynamic testing of

steering characteristics.

The facility is capable of testing both truck and passenger car tyres at speeds up to 10 m/s

(36 km/h). Test procedures for evaluating braking and steering performance have been

developed and extensive tests on ice have been performed both for consumer information and

for tyre development and other research purposes. The results show that there is a very large

difference (more than lOO%) between the best and worst winter tyre both for passenger car

tyres and truck tyres.

Winter tyres also have to perform well on wet roads. Here the weather problem is less

pronounced and outdoor road tests a competitive alternative. For passenger car tyres VTI for

this purpose uses a special tyre test vehicle for braking friction tests at constant slip in the slip

range from O to 50 % and at 100 % (locked wheel). A large market survey of the wet road

friction characteristics of studded and non studded winter tyres as well as summer tyres in new

and worn condition has recently been carried out that showed that winter tyres have

signi cantly lower performance than summer tyres (lO-20%) but that the difference reduces

with wear.
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Diagram 1. Braking friction for new winter tyres

185/65-15 on smooth ice -3C°. VTI 1994/95
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Diagram 2. Lateral friction for new winter tyres

185/65-15 on smooth ice - 3C°. VTI 1994/95.
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Diagram 3. Braking friction for new winter tyres 185/65-15 on

smooth ice -3C°. Braking stability number

(value at locked wheel divided with the maximum value).VTI 1994/95
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Diagram 4. Cornering friction for new winter tyres

185/65-15 on smooth ice - 3C°. Cornering stability

number (value at 20° side slip angle divided by

maximum value). VTI 1994/95.
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Diagram 5. Braking friction for new winter tyres 175/70-13

on smooth ice -3 C°. VTI 1994195

GS =Summer tyre, 8 years old, 4 mm tread

GD : Studded tyre, 8 years old, 4 mm tread, studs 1,2 mm, 120 N
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Diagram 6. Lateral friction for new winter tyres 175/70-13

on smooth ice -3C°. VTI 1994/95
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Diagram 7. Braking friction for new winter tyres 175/70-13 on

smooth ice -3C°. Braking stability number

( value at locked wheell the maximum value). VTI 1994/95  Non studded tyresStudded tyres
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Diagram 8. Cornering friction for new winter tyres175/70-13 on

smooth ice -3C°. Cornering stability number

( value at 20° side slip angle divided by maximum value).

VTI 1994/95  
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Diagram 9 Friction mean values on wet asphalt pavement for different tyre categories

converted into braking distances from 70 km/h and 90 km/h. The tests were conducted in June 1996.
Test speed 70 km/h. Wheel load 4000 N. Inflation pressure 200 kPa.

Table 1 Friction mean values and corresponding braking distances from 70 km/h and 90 km/h

on wet asphalt pavement for different tyre categories. The tests were conducted in June 1996.
Test speed 70 km/h. Wheel load 4000 N. Inflation pressure 200 kPa.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              
 

 
  

  

 

 

  

 
 

Tyre categori Studded tyre Non stud.tyre. Friction tyre Summer tyre s Summer tyre H Summer tyre V

New Worn New Worn New Worn New Worn New Worn New Worn

DN DB ON OB FN FB SN SB HN HB VN VB

Friction maximum 0,63 0,68 0,65 0,71 0,68 0,68 0,77 0,72 0,79 0,71 0,79 0,73

Friction, locked wheel 0,43 0,43 0,42 0,43 0,43 0,43 0,48 0,49 0,50 0,49 0,50 0,49

Braking distance DN DB ON OB FN FB SN SB HN HB VN VB

S 70, optimum (m) 30,7 28,3 29,7 27,2 28,4 28,4 25,2 26,9 24,5 27,3 24,3 26,4

S 70,Iocked wheel(m) 44,9 45,3 46,0 44,6 44,9 45,3 40,3 39,3 38,8 39,7 38,9 39,1

8 90, optimum (m) 50,7 46,8 49,0 45,0 47,0 46,9 41,6 44,5 40,5 45,2 40,2 43,6

S 90, locked wheel(m) 74,2 74,9 76,1 73,7 74,2 74,8 66,6 65,0 64,1 65,6 64,3 64,7
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